
CLUB AFFILIATION SYSTEM - TERMS & CONDITIONS  
 
Compulsory club documents 
 
 Compulsory documents must be submitted to be eligible for any facility use or SSAF Grant Funding or to be 

considered a sporting club on campus. 
 
Points based incentive system 
 
Affiliation documents on time 
 
 Affiliation documents submitted on time (before 1st round of grant applications due) will accumulate 1 point 

towards the points based incentive system.  
 
O’Week Participation  
 
 If clubs are actively looking to recruit student members in O’Week this will accumulate 3 points towards the 

points based incentive system. This must be evidenced through documentation signed off by the club 
president.  
 

Student Membership Ratio 
 
 If clubs have less than 50% student membership ratio but greater than 50% Alumni membership ratio, they 

will receive 2 points towards the clubs points based incentive system tally.  
 

 If clubs have a higher than 50% student membership ratio this will accumulate 5 points towards the clubs 
points based incentive system tally.  
 

 If clubs have a higher than 75% student membership ratio this will accumulate 7 points towards the clubs 
points based incentive system tally. 
 

- Members must be financial members (even if that financial amount is less than $2). 
 

- Student members will only be counted if both a valid FAN and Student ID Number are provided in 
membership list.  

 
Total Number of Members 
 
 Members must be detailed in membership list to count towards overall tally. An email or method of contact 

should be included in this membership list.  
 
Entered into a competition  
 
 If a team is entered into a competition (e.g. premiership season, individual competition) this will count as 

points towards the clubs points based incentive system tally.  
 

 Finals and winning a competition count as extra points to give incentive to strive for better performance.  
 

 If a club participates in a sport that does not have a ‘season-based’ competition, then 1 individual competition 
per club can count towards the point tally (excluding Uni games competitions).  
 

- 1 allocation per club, if a club is entered into multiple competitions, only 1 competition per club counts towards 
the clubs points based incentive system tally.  
 

Australian University Games Participation  
 
 If a club sends away a University Games team to any University Games in the calendar year, this will count as 

points towards the clubs points based incentive system tally.  
 

 Winning a medal counts as extra points to give incentive to strive for better performance.  
 

- 1 allocation per club, if a club is entering multiple teams, only 1 competition per club counts towards the clubs 
points based incentive system tally.  

 



CLUB AFFILIATION SYSTEM - TERMS & CONDITIONS  
 
 
Club Development Seminar Attendance 
 
 Points granted based on attendance at previous years club development seminars. 

 
- Bonus points can be granted for attendance at club delegate meetings/and or club events (clubs in the hub).  

 
Points based purchases  
 
 Accumulated points through the points based incentive system are then able to be used to purchase facility 

hire, access to SSAF grant funding or financial assistance to the AUG. 
 

-  Facility hire (6 hours) must be chosen if clubs are training twice a week and using the facilities for weekends.  
 
Club point summary 
 
 Summary of what clubs wish to spend their allocated points on.  

 
Additional point expenditure 
 
 If a club has already spent their points on the above mentioned items and have remaining points they have 

the ability to purchase:  
 
Preseason Facility Access 
 

- Additional to what has already been allocated through facility hire. This must also have to fit in with other clubs 
primary facility access, garnering secondary priority to other clubs first priority facility use.  

 
Strength and Conditioning Access  
 

- This provides club with the opportunity to have a funded 10-12 strength and conditioning block if a timeline 
and minimum of 15 members are in attendance each week. If attendance is not reached access will be cut. A 
contract with further terms and conditions will have to be agreed upon and signed if clubs choose to use this 
access.  

 
Further Marketing Assistance 
 

- Marketing meeting scheduled and a marketing action plan can be discussed and agreed upon. This acts as a 
further extension to what FlindersOne sport already provides club in terms of marketing.  
 

Signatures   
 
 Ensures clubs understand the binding nature of the affiliation process.  

 
 


